
Year 1 Term Four 

Overview

English
Phonemic Awareness

• ‘Heggerty’ curriculum 

Reading/Phonics

• Jolly Phonics Program 

– explicit teaching of 

diagraphs and 

associated spelling 

rules

• Tricky Words- practice 

reading for fluency 

• Comprehension 

Strategies; 

inferencing, making 

connections 

• Decoding Strategies 

Writing

• Book Making

• Application of Phonics 

knowledge/spelling 

rules 

• Handwriting (letter 

formation)

• Tricky Words- practice 

reading for fluency, 

• sentence structure 

• Grammar – nouns, verbs 

and adjectives 

Mathematics
Fractions and Time 

• Recognise and describe 

one-half as one of two 

equal parts of a 

whole.

• Telling time to the 

half hour 

• Describe duration 

using months, weeks, 

days and hours

Statistics and 

Probability 

• Identify outcomes of 

familiar events 

involving chance and 

describe them using 

everyday language such 

as ‘will happen’, 

‘won’t happen’ or 

Welcome back to the final term of year 1! 

We hope you have enjoyed your break and we are 

looking forward to another great term.



Technologies
Digital and Design

technologies are

integrated throughout

learning experiences

across all areas.

Children will have

opportunities to

practice logging in to

the computer and

engaging with the

smartboard.

Child Protection 

Program
· Practicing protective 

strategies, persistence.

· Body Parts – Female 

and Male

Diary Dates 

11th-15th Oct Swimming

22nd Oct Sports Day

8th Dec Reports

go home

10th Dec End of Term

PE/Health, 

Japanese and 

Arts
Specialist providers,

Michael and Des (PE), Erin

and Lauren (Japanese) and

Abby or Simon (The Arts)

are covering these

subjects. You can find out

more about their programs

in their specialist

newsletters on the school

website.

Humanities and 

Social Sciences 

(HASS)

Students describe a

person or site

of significance in the

local community and

explain why places are

important to people.

They recognise that

places have different

meaning for different

people and why the

significant features of

places should be

preserved.

Science
Chemical Science

Exploring how everyday

materials can be

physically changed in a

variety of ways.

Participating in guided

investigations to

predict and compare

changes caused by

temperature and physical

actions such as bending,

stretching and twisting.

With Warmest Regards,

Sarah and Hayley


